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TOWN OF WENTWORTH  
CURRENT CONTACT INFORMATION 
TOWN OFFICES: 7 Atwell Hill Road 
SELECTMEN 
Arnie Scheller, Chair 
Omer C. Ahern, Jr. 
Jordan King 
ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT 
Tues 1:00 pm – 5:00 pm 
Wed & Thus 9:00 am – 1:00 pm  
townofwentworth@wentworth-nh.org 
www.wentworth-nh.org 
Office: 764-9955, Fax: 764-9362 SELECTMEN’S MEETINGS 
Town Office Building 
764-9955 
Tuesdays: 5 pm business, 6 pm public 
TOWN CLERK/TAX COLLECTOR 
Deborah Ziemba – T/C/TC 
Sarah Vittum, Deputy TC/TC 
Darlene Oaks, Town Clerk Assistant 
Tuesday: 9 am - 7:00 pm 
Wed & Thurs: 9:00 am – 2:00pm 
Office: 764-5244, Fax: 764-9362 
WEBSTER MEMORIAL LIBRARY 
Nance Masterson - Director 
Monday: 1:00 pm – 6:00 pm 
Wednesday: 11:00 am - 5:00 pm 










Jeff Ames – Fire Chief  
Emergency: 911 
Non-emergency 764-9992 or 528-9111 
FOREST FIRE WARDEN 
Jeff Ames – 764-9992 
Steve Welch, Deputy – 786-9973  
POLICE DEPARTMENT 
Wallace Trott – Police Chief 
Business Hours: Tuesdays 4 pm – 8 pm 
Dispatch: 787-6202 PD Office: 764-5912 
Emergency: 911 
ANIMAL CONTROL OFFICER 
William Melanson 
Contact Wentworth Police Dept. 
Dispatch: 787-6202 
PD Office 764-5912 or 
Emergency 911 
WENTWORTH ELEMENTARY SCHOOL 
Melanie McCoy – Principal 
Morgan Currier – Administrative Secretary 
764-5811 





Kevin Kay TRANSFER STATION 
Randy Ruger – Principal Operator 
Wed: 3:00 – 6:00 pm (Nov – Feb; 1-4 pm) 





Tamsin Stuart, Deputy 
960-1568 
PLANNING BOARD 
Marina Reilly-Collette, Chairman 
John Meade 781-308-2451 WENTWORTH POST OFFICE 
Mon – Fri: 9:30am–12:30pm & 1:30pm–4:30pm 
Saturday: 7:15 am to 12 pm 
764-9444 
HISTORICAL SOCIETY 










Michael J. Clark 
October 27, 1956 to July 30, 2020 
 
Michael was employed as a sawyer by King Forest Industries for 
over 25 years.  In 1991, while still working full-time, he ran for 
and was elected as Chief of Police of Wentworth on a part-time 
basis, and served the Town for many years.  During his tenure, 
he organized the department, instituted training programs, and 
started the process of growing the Wentworth Police Department 
to what it is today.  Michael enjoyed helping people in time of 
need.  Even in his battle with cancer, his death and still today, 
his donations are being used for medical research.  Michael was 
well liked and had many friends and relatives in Town with 
whom he enjoyed playing cards, pool, baseball and golf.  He was 
a huge fan of John Wayne.  Michael certainly was an asset to this 
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TOWN OFFICIALS FOR 2020 
 
Selectmen      Supervisors of the Checklist 
 Arnold D. Scheller, Chair 2023   Brian A. DuBois   2026 
 Jordan King   2022   Deborah Vlk   2024 
 Omer C. Ahern Jr.  2021   Susan D. Bliss   2022 
         
Town Clerk/Tax Collector    Cemetery Trustees 
 Deborah Ziemba  2021   Amy Collette   2023 
 Sarah Vittum, Deputy     Francis Muzzey   2022 
 Darlene Oaks, Assistant     Kathleen Springham-Mack 2021 
 
Treasurer      Planning Board 
 Deborah Vlk   2022   Marina Reilly Collette  2023 
 Duane Brown, Deputy     John Meade   2021 
        George Morrill   2022 
Administrative Assistant     Hannah Paquette  2021 
 Linda Franz      Palmer Koelb   2021 
        Sonia Scheller   2021 
Chief of Police 
 Wallace Trott     Fire Commissioners 
        Jeffry Ames   2021 
Road Agent       R. Pete Chierichetti  2021 
 W. Paul Manson     Brian A DuBois   2021 
 
Transfer Station     Forest Fire Wardens 
 Randy Ruger      Jeffry Ames 
        Stephen Welch 
Town Auditor 
 Donna King   2021  Health Officer 
        Rebecca Bordonaro 
Town Trustees       Tamsin Stuart, Deputy 
 Jennifer P. Meade  2023 
 Linda Franz   2022 
 Beth Folsom   2021 
 
Library Trustees 
 Toni Sylvain   2021 
 Sharon Sanborn  2022 
 Jared King   2021 
         
Town Moderator 
 Stephen Welch   2022 
         





Wentworth Cemeteries and Officers 
The Wentworth Cemetery Association was voluntarily organized and 
incorporated as a non-profit entity by the three town Cemetery Associations for 
the purpose of lowering the costs of administration by hiring a Caretaker to work 
at the three lots and to share the costs of the legal and insurance obligations of 
the three individual Cemeteries. 
Each Cemetery is privately owned and incorporated in the State of New 
Hampshire with elected Officers and with their own set of Bylaws. 
Eastside Cemetery Association, Inc. 
President:  Steve Davis, 
Treasurer:  Leona Fortier 
(603) 764-5741 
Foster Cemetery Association, Inc. 501(c)3 NH registration: 3397 
President:  Paul Smith, 
Treasurer:  Bonnie Jones 
(603) 764-6000 
Village Cemetery Association 
President:  Mary Chase, 
Treasurer:  Kathryn Reed 
(603) 353-4880 
Wentworth Cemetery Association, Inc. 
(Formed to provide common insurance and services to the three Town Cemetery 
Associations) 
Mailing Address:  237 Eastside Road, Wentworth, NH  03282 
President:  Steve Davis, (603) 764-5741 
Treasurer:  Paula Davis 
All three Cemeteries are looking for members to serve as Officers or attend 
meetings.  If you have a family member or loved one interred in any of our 
cemeteries, you are qualified to serve on the Board and vote in the Annual 







SELECT BOARD REPORT 
 
STATE OF THE TOWN OF WENTWORTH 2020 
 
It has been a busy year for the Town, and a lot has been accomplished.  The Select 
Board addressed the outstanding issues, prioritized them and then worked to complete 
them. 
 
The first major issue was the FEMA grant to fund 2 bridge projects, Frescoln Road 
bridge and the Cross Road bridge. The Town of Wentworth was in danger of losing 
Federal funding for these projects because of a three-year delay in completing the 
application. First the Board had to negotiate an extension with FEMA for that application 
to have the bridges completed in 2021. The Board immediately started the permitting 
process and engaged an engineering company to develop a design. Those plans were 
then submitted to the New Hampshire DOT for their final approval.  We are now waiting 
the FEMA approval so that construction can proceed this summer, 2021. 
 
The Town of Wentworth Hazard Mitigation Plan was also three years delinquent and the 
Town was in jeopardy of losing future Federal funding for disasters in the Town. 
Working closely with MAPS, a consulting company, in conjunction with our Fire 
Department, Police Department, the Select Board and the Highway Department, met via 
multiple Zoom meetings to identify all Town hazards. Each of these hazards were 
prioritized in importance and in the cost to repair disaster damage to the Town. We are 
now in compliance with both FEMA and Homeland Security for future Federal funding in 
the case of disasters. 
 
The Trustees of the Trust Funds completed a tedious review of the funds in regard to 
missing monies, and after submitting their reports for a forensic audit, the Town was 
able to recoup the missing funds from the insurance company. 
 
The Town had its first official audit in over a decade for the year ended December 31, 
2019.  With very few comments and recommendations, the audit was performed in a 
timely manner and passed with flying colors. 
 
The Road Agent and his work crew have been very busy throughout the year.  They 
successfully paved both Eastside Road and Red Oak Hill Road.  They were able to 
gravel and ditch the majority of the roads in Town to prevent future washouts.  All of the 
bridges in the Town have been resurfaced with new bridge planking and many of the 
300 culverts have been appropriately replaced or repaired. 
 
The Town’s highway equipment is of dire concern.  Large amounts of taxpayer dollars, 
$60,000, were needed to keep the plow truck and backhoe in service and on the road.  
In essence, the Town is putting good money after bad.  Fortunately, the Road Agent 
was able to pay for these repairs out of the Highway Department budget.  The Select 
Board organized an Equipment Purchasing Committee made up of many of our Town 
residents with diverse backgrounds and expertise.  They met multiple times over the 
        4 
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year to review the state of our Town equipment and prioritize the needs for the Highway 
Department.  The Equipment Purchasing Committee made their recommendations for a 
new plow truck and backhoe to the Select Board.  Two Warrant articles for the backhoe, 
dump truck and plow will be reviewed and voted on at the Town Meeting. 
 
We are exploring the development of the old Town gravel pit on Town property to help 
defray the cost of yearly gravel purchases. One of the warrant articles will address this 
project. This Town owned gravel pit has the potential to decrease the yearly gravel 
costs which is significant.  
 
A Town-wide COVID Policy was instituted under the guidance of the New Hampshire 
Department of Public Health and we were able to successfully carry out Town elections, 
continue with select board meetings and keep our schools open. The Board would like 
to thank Andrew Lasser of Lasser TV for coordinating the use of the YouTube platform, 
Zoom meetings and the Internet to ensure that all Town residences had access to our 
Select Board meetings and decisions made throughout the year. 
 
The tax rate calculated by the NH State Department of Revenue was approved by the 
Select Board after much discussion.  In the past, the Town’s Unassigned Fund Balance 
was used to lower the tax rate.  By using the calculated tax rate, the Unassigned Fund 
Balance is now in line with state-recommended retention.  This may prove beneficial in 
the future to fund an emergency and to afford capital expenditures. 
 
At Riverside Park, the Board established a defined parking area to help mitigate the 
large crowds during the summer.  Chief Trott, the State Police and Conservation 
Officers of Fish and Game were able to help guide the Town in establishing the 
boundaries of the park and divide up the levels of responsibility for keeping it safe.  The 
Board wishes to thank King Forest Industries for donating and placing the cull logs to 
help mitigate traffic and create a defined parking area in the park. 
 
The Board is exploring the Town forest to develop a working relationship with the New 
Hampshire Timber Owners Association and the US Forestry Service. The Board’s goal 
is to preserve the town timber value, to increase recreational access with walking trails, 
institute and enforce a forestry plan and prevent any future sales of these Town forests. 
 
The Board has formed a committee to explore all available opportunities to improve 
Internet access for all Town residents. There are multiple options available to 
accomplish this and all are being looked at. The Board is also exploring State and 
Federal funding to cover the cost. The committee has been presenting their work at 
each one of the Select Board meetings 
 
A number of Community Service projects have kept our spirits up during this very 
difficult year. Donna King organized the Farmers Market that was held every Saturday 
at Hamilton Field over the summer.  This allowed small farms and businesses in the 
area to market their products. In September the same committee ran a Town-wide yard 




Bridge” was a great success. On Halloween the “Trunk or Treat” organized by WES 
provided a way for the children of Wentworth to enjoy the holiday.  The year was closed 
out with the very successful “Christmas on the Common”. All of these projects were put 
on by volunteers and the good folks should be applauded for making Wentworth a 
happy place in which to live, work and play. 
 
Thanks to all of the employees who are working diligently to make the Town efficient 
and friendly.   
 
Yours in service, 
 
The Select Board. 
 
Arnie Scheller, Chairman 




















Created with donations and fundraisers.  
Dedication bricks for walkway to follow in 2021. 
Proud Veterans raising the flag. 
 
 




Dinner on the Bridge 
Sponsored by the Wentworth Veterans Memorial and Smokin’Bear BBQ. 
February 11, 2021 
Dear Friends and Neighbors, 
We’re honored to be invited to contribute to this Annual Report and to update you on our past year’s 
accomplishments and future goals.  
Last spring a number of volunteers of all ages joined us in installing a beautiful plaque donated by Gayle 
Paige to commemorate the efforts of her father Arthur in creating “Paige’s Swimming Hole”.  Installed in 
our evolving pocket park on East Side Road, the viewer overlooks the swimming hole while reading the 
tribute to his efforts.  It was a very memorable day, and the plaque is a fitting testament to a man who 
did so much for his community. 
As many of you know, our annual Duck Race fundraiser was tabled for 2020 along with Market Day.  It 
wasn’t a decision we made lightly, but circumstances beyond our control were in play. Though we sorely 
missed Market Day, Donna King picked up the torch and took things to a new level with her Farmer’s 
Market crusade ensuring that our local vendors and farmers had the ability to sell to an open market.  It 
was a tremendous success and we can’t thank Donna enough for her efforts.  We’re excited to report 
that the Farmer’s Market will be returning for the summer of 2021!   
Though we have yet to make a decision about Duck Race 2021, we look forward to the possibility of 
bringing back this important (and sometimes silly) social event.  Its simplicity, and good old-fashioned 
fun, is what makes this little race so important to our community.       
We’ve been working with Arnie and Sonia Scheller in their on-going efforts with the Veteran’s Memorial 
project.  Special thanks and recognition also go out to John King and John Comeau who were 
instrumental in seeing this project completed.  A walkway, with commemorative bricks honoring loved 
ones, will be installed this spring.  Our collective hope is to join the Veteran’s Memorial Park with our 
small pocket park for a seamless experience, also incorporating the Historical Society Building.  There’s 
an obelisk-shaped stone set aside in our park that will be erected, with a plaque, to honor the men and 
women of both Fire and Police Departments.  We hope to see this completed in 2021.  Thank you again 
to the Schellers and many others for their time spent in bringing the Veteran’s Memorial to fruition. It is 
a very important landmark, and long overdue.  
Last fall we hosted a very successful initiative to raise funds for the Wentworth Police Department for 
Body Cameras.  Working with Chief Trott, we were able to ensure that our department was equipped 
with two body cameras.  This initiative garnered a very positive response and our goal was quickly met.  
Both the Chief and I thank you for your tremendous support in this effort. 
Another project we hope to complete in 2021 is the approach railings to the bridge.  The statement 
itself makes it sound easy, but it’s a little more complicated than that.  Funding is always an issue, last 
year had its added challenges, and this is all by volunteer labor.  We will strive to have the railings 
completed this summer to check that off the list. 
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Lucas Kozak has been appointed our ‘Parks Director’ and I would like to personally thank him for many 
hours of cleaning up around the bridge, mowing the park, ensuring that the bridge abutments stay 
clean, installing a beautiful planter at the Veteran’s Memorial and countless other tasks known only to 
him.  Lucas takes great pride in his community and surroundings and sets a fine example for the rest of 
us to follow.  
Unrelated to The Friends, a few members have personally been working on the Old Town Hall’s future 
and looking for options going forward.  The Town was awarded a grant of $4,000 from the NH 
Preservation Alliance for an architectural and structural review of the building, and a $4,000 match was 
approved by the Board of Selectmen. We teamed up with an Architect recommended by the Alliance 
and are in the process of finalizing a full report. Upon completion, we will ask the Board of Selectmen to 
endorse a committee to further review the findings including the feasibility of moving forward and 
discussions of potential future uses for the building.  This Architectural study affords the Town the 
opportunity of applying for matching LCHIP funds should the committee, and Town, agree to move 
forward in preserving this treasure. 
In closing, we thank you for your continued support.  Please know that our Directors, volunteers and 
donors are always working hard to make Wentworth a more beautiful place than it already is.  We take 
pride in doing it, and enjoy the challenge.   
We wish you and yours a healthy and prosperous 2021. 
Regards, 






Post Office Box 5, Wentworth, NH  03282 









A wonderful time for all with the tree lighting, food, games, prizes, and 
Christmas vendors selling their crafts.  
 
  
Santa and Mrs. Claus came to visit and had goodie 
bags for all the children. 
2020 Christmas on the Common 
 
2021 WARRANT ARTICLES 
 
 
To the inhabitants of the Town of Wentworth, in Grafton County, in the State of New Hampshire, who 
are qualified to vote in Town affairs: 
 
You are hereby notified and warned that the election of Town Officers of the said Town of Wentworth 
will be held at the Wentworth Elementary School, 1247 Mt. Moosilauke Highway, Route 25, Wentworth, 
N.H., on Tuesday March 9, 2021. The polls will be open at 11 A.M. and close at 7 P.M. to bring in your votes 
on Article 1 (Election of Town Officers). All other articles will be presented, discussed, and acted upon on 
Saturday, March 13, 2021, beginning at 1 P.M., the meeting for said purpose to be held at said Wentworth 
Elementary School. 
 
Article 1 Election of Officers 
To choose all necessary Town Officers for the ensuing year. (By Official Ballot). 
 
Article 2 Receive Reports 
To receive reports from the Selectmen, Town Clerk/Tax Collector, Treasurer, Auditors, 
and other Town Officers, and to vote on any motion relating to those reports. 
 
Article 3 General Municipal Operations 
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $300,607 for General 
Municipal Operations for the purposes detailed in the operating budget posted with the 
warrant. This article does not include any amounts contained in any other article. 
 
Article 4 Town Clerk/Tax Collector Compensation 
  To see if the Town will vote to compensate the combined office of Town Clerk and Tax  
   Collector and further, to raise and appropriate $29,500, plus usual benefits and mileage  
   given to Town employees, in lieu of all statutory fees. This salary shall cover all duties  
   associated with the combined office, and requires the office being open to the public at  
   least 20 hours per week until the town shall vote otherwise. 
 
Article 5 Property Reappraisal 
  To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate $39,900 for a full revaluation of  
   properties per agreement with Avitar Associates with said monies to come from the  
   Reappraisal Capital Reserve Fund, and nothing from general taxation.   The Select Board  
   unanimously recommends this action. 
 
Article 6 Highway and Streets 
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $359,900 for Highway 
and Streets for the purposes detailed in the operating budget posted with the warrant. 
 
Article 7 Highway Dump Truck 
  To see if the town will vote to authorize the Select Board to enter into a long-term  
   lease/purchase agreement in the amount of $179,227 payable over a term of seven  
   years for the purpose of purchasing a 2021 Western Star class 7, 6-wheel truck with a  
   dump body, sander body, front plow, wing plow and a central hydraulics system, and to  
   raise and appropriate the sum of $28,141 (twenty-eight thousand one hundred forty- 
   one dollars) for the first year's payment for this purpose. A 3/5 ballot vote is   
   required. 
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Article 8 Highway Backhoe 
  To see if the town will vote to purchase a John Deere 310SL HL Backhoe for the sum of  
   $128,942.00 (One hundred twenty-eight thousand, nine hundred and forty- two dollars  
   and zero cents.) The monies will come out of the Highway Equipment Capital Reserve  
   Fund, and nothing from general taxation.  The Select Board unanimously recommends  
   this action. 
 
Article 9 Planning Board 
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $6,500 for the Planning 
Board in connection with its activities for such purposes and such uses as deemed 
necessary by said Planning Board. 
 
Article 10 Fire Department 
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $44,250 for the 
maintenance of the Fire Department for the purposes detailed in the operating budget 
posted with the warrant, of which $1,000 is to come from the Unassigned Fund Balance 
and the balance of $43,250 to come from general taxation. 
 
Article 11 Freightliner Lease 
To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Selectmen to continue with the seventh 
year of the seven (7)-year lease agreement for the purpose of leasing a 2014 Freightliner 
Dump/Plow Truck for the Highway Department and to raise and appropriate the sum of 
$24,680 for the said seventh and final year payment for that purpose. The lease 
agreement contains an escape clause. 
 
Article 12 ETF & CRF 
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $139,100 to be placed 
in the following Expendable Trust Funds and Capital Reserve Funds, to come from 2021 
general taxation.  The Select Board unanimously recommends this action. 
 
Fire Truck (established 1984) $15,000 
Police Cruiser (established 1993) $9,000 
Property Revaluation (established 1995) $10,000 
Town Bridges ETF (established 2006) $10,000 
Road Paving (established 2002) $50,000 
Fire Department Site (established 2004) $15,000 
Webster Library ETF (established 2015) $15,000 
Town Office Expansion ETF (established 2017) $15,000  
Celebration ETF (established 2018) $100 
 
Article 13  Transfer Station 
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $80,500 for the purpose 
of disposal and hauling of solid waste and cost of maintenance for the Town Transfer 
Station, said amount to come from general taxation. 
 
Article 14  Transfer Station Recycling Expendable Trust Fund 
  To see if the Town will vote to expand the purpose of the Transfer Station Recycling  
  Expendable Trust Fund to include purchasing or repairing Transfer Station equipment  
  and to appoint the Select Board as agents to expend said fund.  A 2/3 ballot vote is  
  required. 
 
 




Article 15  Police Department 
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $102,356 for the 
maintenance of the Police Department for the ensuing year for the purposes detailed in 
the operating budget posted with the warrant.  Please note that $11,450 will be funded 
by the Police Revolving Fund, and the balance of $90,906 is to come from general 
taxation. 
 
Article 16  Animal and Pest Control  
  To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $4,000 for the   
  expenses associated with Animal and Pest Control. 
 
Article 17  Ambulance Services  
  To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $45,850 for the   
  operating expenses associated with Ambulance Services. 
 
Article 18  Parks and Recreation 
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $6,300 for the Parks 
and Recreation for the general maintenance of parks including the Common, Library, 
Riverside Park, and Hamilton Memorial Field. 
 
Article 19  Webster Memorial Library 
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $46,190 for the Webster 
Memorial Library expenses, $9,101 to come from Library income, $2,419 to come from 
the Unassigned Fund Balance, and the remaining sum of $34,670 to come from General 
Taxation. 
  
Article 20  Historical Society 
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $2,400 for the 
maintenance and expenses associated the Wentworth Historical Society Museum and 
the grounds on which it stands 
 
Article 21  Gravel Pit 
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $8,000 to conduct deed 
research and topographical survey for the Town’s gravel pit.  This will enable the Town 
to make a determination as to the future use or sale of this property. 
 
Article 22 Conservation 
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $2,000 to be expended 
on behalf of the Conservation Commission and Town Forest in connection with activities 
for such conservation as set forth in RSA 36-A and expenses related to the forester. 
 
Article 23  Other business 
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2020 Town Meeting Minutes 
 
To the inhabitants of the Town of Wentworth, in Grafton County, in the State of New Hampshire, who 
are qualified to vote in Town affairs: 
 
You are hereby notified and warned that the election of Town Officers of the said Town of Wentworth 
will be held at the Wentworth Elementary School, 1247 Mt. Moosilauke Highway, Route 25, Wentworth, 
N.H., on Tuesday March 10, 2020. The polls will be open at 11 A.M. and close at 7 P.M. to bring in your votes 
on Article 1 (Election of Town Officers). All other articles will be presented, discussed, and acted upon on 
Saturday, March 14, 2020, beginning at 1 P.M., the meeting for said purpose to be held at said Wentworth 
Elementary School. 
 
Article 1 Election of officers 
To choose all necessary Town Officers for the ensuing year. (By Official Ballot). 
      
       March 10, 2020 brought out 217 voters and the following were elected: 
Selectman 3 years – Arnold D. Scheller                               183 
Selectman 2 years – Jordan King                                           125 
Library Trustee 3 years – Carol Young                                  199 
Library Trustee 1 year – Jared King                                       203 
Town Trustee 3 years – Jennifer Meade                              196 
Planning Board 3 years – Marina Reilly-Collette                 171 
Fire Commissioners 1 year - Jeffrey Ames                            188 
Fire Commissioners 1 year – Roland (Pete) Chierichetti    157 
Fire Commissioners 1 year – Brian DuBois                           150 
Supervisor of the Checklist 2 years – Susan Bliss                180 
Town Moderator 2 years – Stephen Welch                         196 
 
Motion: John Vlk 
2nd: Donna King 
 
Article 2 Receive reports 
To receive reports from the Selectmen, Town Clerk/Tax Collector, Treasurer, Auditors, 
and other Town Officers, and to vote on any motion relating to those reports. 
 
Motion to accept as read: Ray Welch 
2nd: Andrew Lasser 
                         
After much conversation, it was decided to change Article 2 to read: 
 
To receive reports from the Selectmen, Town Clerk/Tax Collector, Treasurer, Auditors, 
and other Town Officers, and to vote on any motion relating to those reports with the 
exception of the Town Library, Land Closure Field, and the Old Post Office. 
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Article 3 General Municipal Operations 
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $331,797 for General 
Municipal Operations for the purposes detailed in the operating budget posted with the 
warrant. This article does not include any amounts contained in any other article. 
 
Motion to accept as read: Andrew Lasser 
2nd: Jenn Meade 
 
Motion by Brian DuBois to move articles 24, 25, and 27 in front of Article 4  
 
2nd: Ray Welch 
Passed by voice vote 
 
Article 24  Highway Department equipment purchase 
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $16,542 for the purpose 
of a tow behind, eight-foot (8’) Hydraulic Broom for sweeping Town paved roads and a 
ten-foot (10’) interchangeable York Rake, of which $8,543 is to come from the Highway 
Equipment Capital Reserve Fund and the balance of $8,000 to come from general 
taxation.  
 
Motion to accept as read – Brian DuBois 
2nd:  Martha Morrill 
 
Patty Welch asked if the Road Agent (non-resident) could speak on this 
 
Passed by voice vote 
 
 
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $16,542 for the purpose of a tow 
behind, eight-foot (8’) Hydraulic Broom for sweeping Town paved roads and a ten-foot (10’) 
interchangeable York Rake, of which $16,542 is to come from the highway equipment CRF with none 
coming from General Taxation. 
Amendment passed by voice vote       
 
A motion was made by Francis Muzzey to request a paper ballot and presented 5 signatures. 
 
Amended article passed 
Yes = 50 
No = 12 
 
Article 25  Red Oak Hill Road paving 
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $135,421 for the 
purpose paving Red Oak Hill Road from its intersection with East Side Road to the 
Wentworth/Warren Town Line and to also pave approximately four hundred feet (400’) 
of East Side Road in front of King’s Lumber, of which amount 135,421 is to come from 
Road Paving Capital Reserve Fund, and nothing from general taxation. 




Motion to accept:  
2nd: Francis Muzzey 
Article passed by voice vote 
   
Article 4 Highway and Streets 
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $316,300 for Highway 
and Streets for the purposes detailed in the operating budget posted with the warrant. 
 
Motion to accept: Morgan Currier 
2nd: Tracy Currier          
 
Ray Welch asked to make a motion to amend Article 4 to add $7800.00 to the Highway budget to 
replace permits for Frescoln and Cross Rd Bridges 
2nd: Deb Ziemba 
 
Amended Article 4 to read: 
      
To  see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $324,100                  for 
Highway and Streets for the purposes detailed in the operating budget posted in the 
warrant. 
 
Amendment Passed by voice vote 
 
A paper ballot was requested with 5 signatures  
 
Paper Ballot Results 
Yes = 51 
No = 13 
Amended Article passed 
 
Article 5 Planning Board 
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $1,000 for the Planning 
Board in connection with its activities for such purposes and such uses as deemed 
necessary by said Planning Board. 
 
Motion to accept: Kathleen Springham Mack 
2nd: Paul Davis Jr. 
 
John Meade proposed and amendment 
2nd: Ray Welch 
 
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate $6500.00 ($1500 operating budget, 
$5000.00 for Master Plan) to be expanded by the Planning Board in connection with its 
activities for such purposes and such uses as deemed necessary by the Planning Board 
 
Amended article Passed by hand count 
Yes = 41 
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No = 9 
 
Article 6 Fire Department 
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $41,250 for the 
maintenance of the Fire Department for the purposes detailed in the operating budget 
posted with the warrant, of which $2,500 is to come from the Unassigned Fund Balance 
and the balance of $38,750 to come from general taxation. 
 
Motion to accept as read: Andrew Lasser 
2nd: Palmer Koelb 
Passed by voice vote 
  
Article 7 Freightliner lease 
To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Selectmen to continue with the sixth year 
of the 7-year lease agreement for the purpose of leasing a 2014 Freightliner Dump/Plow 
Truck for the Highway Department and to raise and appropriate the sum of $24,678 for 
the said sixth year payment for that purpose. The lease agreement contains an escape 
clause. 
 
Motion to accept Article as read: Jennifer Meade 
2nd: Linda Franz   
Article 7 Passed by voice vote 
 
Article 8 Conservation 
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $1,000 to be expended 
on behalf of the Conservation Commission and Town Forest in connection with activities 
for such conservation as set forth in RSA 36-A and expenses related to the forester. 
 
Motion to accept Article as read: Kay Bailey 
2nd: Jim Folsom 
Article passed by voice vote 
 
Article 9 ETF & CRF 
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $164,100 to be placed 
in the following Expendable Trust Funds and Capital Reserve Funds, to come from 2020 
general taxation. 
 
a. Fire Truck (est. 1984) $15,000 
b. Hwy Equipment & Vehicle (est. 1973) $25,000 
c. Police Cruiser (est. 1993) $9,000 
d. Property Revaluation (est. 1995) $10,000 
e. Town Bridges Fund (est. 2006) $10,000 
f. Road Paving (est.  2002) $50,000 
g. Fire Dept Site (est. 2004) $15,000 
h. Webster Library Trust (est. 2015) $15,000 
i. Town Office Expansion (est. 2017) $15,000 
j. Celebration ETF (est. 2018)  $100 




Motion to accept Article as read: Francis Muzzey 
2nd: Palmer Koelb    
Article 9 Passed by voice vote 
 
Article 10  Transfer Station 
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $69,101 for the purpose 
of disposal and hauling of Solid Waste and cost of maintenance for the Town Transfer 
Station, said amount to come from 2020 general taxation. 
 
Motion to accept Article as read: Jim Folsom  
2nd Quentin Mack 
Article 10 Passed by voice vote  
 
Article 11  Police Department 
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $90,906 for the 
maintenance of the Police Department for the ensuing year for the purposes detailed in 
the operating budget posted with the warrant. 
 
Motion to accept Article as read: Paul Davis Jr 
2nd: Pete Chierichetti 
Article 11 Passed by voice vote 
 
Article 12  Animal and pest control 
 To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $3,000 for the costs 
and expenses associated with Animal and Pest Control. 
 
Motion to accept Article as read: Beth Folsom 
2nd: Donna King 
Article 12 Passed by voice vote 
 
Article 13  Ambulance services 
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $40,850 for operating 
expenses associated with Ambulance Services. 
 
Motion to accept Article as read: Paul Davis Jr. 
2nd: Susan Judd 
Article 13 Passed by voice vote 
 
Article 14  Parks and Recreation 
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $5,650 for the Parks and 
Recreation for the general maintenance of parks including the Common, Library, 
Riverside Park, and Hamilton Memorial Field, said amount to come from General 
Taxation. 
 
Motion to accept Article as read: Palmer Koelb 
2nd: Arnold Scheller 
Article 14 Passed by voice vote 




Article 15  Webster Memorial Library 
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $47,869 for the Webster 
Memorial Library expenses, $9,186 to come from Library income, $3,282 to come from 
the Unassigned Fund Balance, and the remaining sum of $35,401 to come from General 
Taxation. 
  
Motion to accept Article as read: Nancy Masterson 
2nd: Clyde Masterson 
Article 15 Passed by voice vote 
 
Article 16  Additional Bridge EFT 
To see if the Town will vote to appropriate the sum of $31,400 said amount to be placed 
in the Bridge Capital Reserve Fund, said amount to come from the Unassigned Fund 
Balance and no money to be raised from taxation. 
 
Motion to accept Article as read: Francis Muzzey 
2nd: Palmer Koelb 
Article passed by voice vote 
 
Article 17  Elderly Exemption 
To see if the Town of Wentworth will vote to increase the net income allowances for the 
Elderly Exemptions from property tax in the Town of Wentworth as provided for in RSA 
72:39-b. The question to be voted on as required by RSA 72:39-b, I(c) is as follows: 
“Shall we modify the Elderly Exemption from the property tax in the Town of 
Wentworth, based on assessed value, for qualified taxpayers, to be as follows: 
For a person 65 years of age up to 75 years, $14,000, for a person 75 years of age up to 
80 years, $21,000, and for a person 80 years of age and older, $28,000. 
To qualify, the person must have been a New Hampshire resident for at least three 
consecutive years, own the real estate individually or jointly, or if the real estate is 
owned by such person’s spouse, they must have been married to each other for at least 
five consecutive years. In addition, the taxpayer must have a net income of not more 
than $23,800, or if married a combined net income of less than $36,400; and own net 
assets not in excess of $63,000 excluding the value of the person’s residence”.  
Note: If a majority of those voting on the question vote yes, the Elderly Exemption shall 
take effect on April 1, 2020. If eligible you must apply. 
 
Motion to accept:   
2nd: Donna King 
Article passed by voice vote 
 
Article 18  Optional Veterans Tax Credit 
Shall the Town of Wentworth vote to accept the provisions of RSA 72:28, Optional 
Veterans Tax Credit.  
The optional veterans' tax credit, upon adoption by a city or town pursuant to RSA 
72:27-a, shall be an amount from $51 up to $500. The optional veterans' tax credit shall 
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replace the standard veterans' tax credit in its entirety and shall not be in addition 
thereto.  
The following persons shall qualify for the standard veterans' tax credit or the optional 
veterans' tax credit: 
       (a) Every resident of this state who served not less than 90 days in the armed forces 
of the United States in any qualifying war or armed conflict listed in this section (See 
RSA 72:28) and was honorably discharged or an officer honorably separated from 
service; or the spouse or surviving spouse of such resident, provided that Title 10 
training for active duty by a member of a national guard or reserve shall be included as 
service under this subparagraph; 
       (b) Every resident of this state who was terminated from the armed forces because 
of service-connected disability; or the surviving spouse of such resident; and 
       (c) The surviving spouse of any resident who suffered a service-connected death.  
If adopted, the credit granted by the town of Wentworth will be $500, the same 
amount as the standard or optional veterans’ tax credit voted by the Town of 
Wentworth under RSA 72:28.  
Note: This article, in similar form but with incorrect wording of the law, was adopted on 
March 17, 2018, in the amount of $200; the amount by RSA 72:28 (as stated above in 
this article) can be any amount from $51 to $500, by vote of the town. 
Comment: If a majority of those voting on the question vote YES, this Optional Tax 
Credit shall take effect on April 1, 2020. If eligible you must apply. 
 
Motion to accept:   
2nd: Jeff Ames 
Article passed by voice vote 
 
Article 19  Optional Veteran’s Tax Credit for service-connected total disability 
Shall the Town of Wentworth vote to accept the provisions of RSA 72:35, Service-
Connected Total Disability? 
    72:35 Tax Credit for Service-Connected Total Disability. – 
    I. Any person who has been honorably discharged or an officer honorably separated 
from the military service of the United States and who has total and permanent service-
connected disability, or who is a double amputee or paraplegic because of service-
connected injury, or the surviving spouse of such a person, shall receive a standard 
yearly tax credit in the amount of $700 of property taxes on the person's residential 
property. 
    I-a. The optional tax credit for service-connected total disability, upon adoption by a 
city or town pursuant to RSA 72:27-a, shall be an amount from $701 up to $4,000. The 
optional tax credit for service-connected total disability shall replace the standard tax 
credit in its entirety and shall not be in addition thereto. 
    I-b. Either the standard tax credit for service-connected total disability or the optional 
tax credit for service-connected total disability shall be subtracted each year from the 
property tax on the person's residential property. 
    II. The standard or optional tax credit under this section may be applied only to 
property which is occupied as the principal place of abode by the disabled person or the 
surviving spouse. The tax credit may be applied to any land or buildings appurtenant to 
the residence or to manufactured housing if that is the principal place of abode. 
    III. (a) Any person applying for the standard or optional tax credit under this section 
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shall furnish to the assessors or selectmen certification from the United States 
Department of Veterans' Affairs that the applicant is rated totally and permanently 
disabled from service connection. The assessors or selectmen shall accept such 
certification as conclusive on the question of disability unless they have specific contrary 
evidence and the applicant, or the applicant's representative, has had a reasonable 
opportunity to review and rebut that evidence. The applicant shall also be afforded a 
reasonable opportunity to submit additional evidence on the question of disability. 
       (b) Any decision to deny an application shall identify the evidence upon which the 
decision relied and shall be made within the time period provided by law. 
       (c) Any tax credit shall be divided evenly among the number of tax payments 
required annually by the town or city so that a portion of the tax credit shall apply to 
each tax payment to be made. 
If adopted, the credit granted by the Town of Wentworth for Service-Connected Total 
Disability will be $4,000. 
Comment: This RSA became effective January 1, 2019. If a majority of those voting on 
the question vote YES, the Tax Credit for Service-Connected Total Disability shall take 
effect on April 1, 2020. If eligible you must apply. 
 
Motion to accept:   
2nd: John Meade 
Article passed by voice vote 
 
Article 20  Historical Society 
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $5,000 for the 
maintenance and expenses associated the Wentworth Historical Society Museum and 
the grounds on which it stands. 
 
Motion to accept:   
2nd: Deborah Ziemba 
Article passed by voice vote 
 
Article 21  Emergency Lanes EFT 
To see if the Town will vote to establish an Emergency Lanes Expendable Capital Reserve 
Fund under the provisions of RSA 35:1 and RSA 231:59-a for the purpose of 
maintenance and repairs on roads so designated as Emergency Lanes in the Town of 
Wentworth, and to raise and appropriate the sum of $5,000 to be placed in this fund, 
and to further designate the Selectmen as agents to expend said fund. Note: Hooper Hill 
Road is the only road in Wentworth designated as an Emergency Lane at this time, but it 
is the expressed intent of this article that money in this fund may be used on other 
Emergency Lanes in Wentworth as they may be so designated in the future. 
 
Motion to accept:   
2nd: John Meade 
Article passed by voice vote 
 
Article 22  Landfill Closure CR 
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To see if the town will vote to discontinue the Landfill Closure Capital Reserve Fund, the 
principal and accumulated interest to actual date of discontinuance to be transferred to 
the town’s general fund. 
 
Motion to accept:   
2nd: Beth Folsom 
Article passed by voice vote 
 
Article 23  Addition to Bridge EFT 
To see if the Town will vote to appropriate the sum of $84,394.65 to be placed in the 
Bridge Capital Reserve Fund established in 2006 (ETF) with said funds to come from the 
Unreserved Fund Balance (this amount represents the funds resulting from the 
discontinuance of the Landfill Closure Fund in Article 21) and no monies to come from 
general taxation. This appropriation is contingent upon the passage of Article 22. 
 
Motion to accept:   
2nd: Palmer Koelb 
Article passed by voice vote 
 
Article 26  Pemi-Baker Access Media 
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $4,930 to be used for 
participation in pbCAM (Pemi-Baker Access Media) for the purpose of making video 
recorded selectmen’s meetings and annual town meetings available for cable television 
viewers and the recording of the videos.  The sum includes the $250 yearly membership 
fee, the video recording of the current annual town meeting and all other 
selectmen/town meetings. 
 
Motion to accept:  
2nd: Ray Welch 
Article passed by voice vote 
 
Article 27  Highway Department new hire 
Received by Petition. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of 
$40,000 for a third, Full-time, hired person to be expended by the Highway Department 
for such purposes deemed necessary by the Road Agent. 
 
Motion to accept:  
2nd: Ray Welch 
 




Article 28  Selectmen Compensation 
Received by Petition.  To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of 
$12,500 in total to increase the pay for (2) Selectmen from $2,200 to $4,000 each and 
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pay for the Selectman Chair from $2,200 to $4,500.  The purpose being to gain 
continuity on the Board and to attract and retain good candidates.  This raise would 
remain in effect until voted on again at the annual Town Meeting.  This salary shall 
cover all duties associated with the Selectmen.    
 
Motion to accept:  
2nd: Paul Davis Jr.  
 
Donna King made a motion to amend wording 
2nd Jeff Ames 
 
Received by Petition.  To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of 
$12,500 in total to increase the pay for (2) Select Board members from $2,200 to $4,000 
each and pay for the Select Board Chair from $2,200 to $4,500.  The purpose being to 
gain continuity on the Board and to attract and retain good candidates.  This raise would 
remain in effect until voted on again at the annual Town Meeting.  This salary shall 
cover all duties associated with the Select Board. 
            
Passed by hand count vote 
Yes = 40 
 No = 4 
 
Francis Muzzey made a motion to amend amended article 
2nd Morgan Currier 
 
To see if the town will vote to raise and appropriate $6600 for the purpose of payment to the Select 
Board 
 
Amended motion passed by hand count 
Yes = 31 
No = 10 
  
Article 29  Other business 
  To transact any other business that may legally come before this meeting. 
 
Motion to accept:  Ray Welch 
2nd:  Andrew Lasser 
 
To attest to the minute’s authenticity and accuracy, 
Respectfully Submitted by: 
 
 
Deborah Ziemba, Town Clerk 
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Town Clerk and Tax Collectors Report 2020 
I want to thank you all for a wonderful year during a difficult time in our lives.  
The year started off just like any other and then bam!  Covid-19 struck and we had 
to stay home, people were getting ill, family members were not allowed near 
each other in their greatest time of need, children had no other children to play 
with, everyone stocked up on toilet paper and we all had to wear a mask!  
Our office had to close the building and offer “curb side service” and any other 
method we could to help you get your vehicle registered and your tax payments 
entered and you all were so understanding.  I couldn’t thank you more!  We will 
all continue to work together while this world gets back to whatever our normal 
is.  
We had 4 elections this year.  The November Presidential being the biggest in 
history!  Even though we all had to wear masks and shield ourselves from each 
other, we had a wonderful record turnout and I thank all election officials and 
volunteers.  Absentee ballot requests were substantial and so were all the 
questions about the election and the virus.  
We hired a new Deputy Town Clerk / Tax Collector, Sarah Vittum.  She is in 
training and working out well.  She will be a nice addition to our office.  
I thank my Assistant, Darlene Oaks, for her dedication in our office.  




Town Clerk / Tax Collector 
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TOWN CLERK REPORT 
 
YEAR ENDING DECEMBER 31, 2020 
 
TOWN MOTOR VEHICLES (1803)   $206,583.00 
 
STATE         $75,075.22 
 
TOTAL  $281,658.22 
 
TOWN DOG LICENSE FEES (243)       $1,150.50 
 
STATE AMOUNT            $542.00 
      
TOTAL       $1,692.50 
 
TOWN CLERK SERVICES (41) 
 
VITALS, MARRIAGE LICENSE, UCC FILING, 
CIVIL FORFEITURE, MAILING FEE, DOG FINE, ETC.      $1,445.00 
 
STATE AMOUNT             $763.00 
  
     TOTAL       $2208.00 
 
    TOWN TOTALS  $209,178.50 
    STATE TOTALS     $76,380.22 
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2020 WENTWORTH VITALS 
RESIDENT BIRTH REPORT 
Child’s Name Birth Date Birth Place Father Mother 








Smith, Walter Wescott 11/09/2020 Plymouth Smith, Wescott Smith, Kathryn 
Sylvain, Joseph Adam 12/03/2020 Wentworth Sylvain, Joseph 
Adam 
Sylvain, Toni 











Jessome, Timothy J 
Wentworth, NH 
Morrison, Kyla M 
Wentworth, NH 
Wentworth Wentworth 03/04/2020 
Atkinson, Alex R 
Wentworth, NH 
 
Holt, Elizabeth S 
Wentworth, NH 
 
Wentworth Wentworth 04/20/2020 
Evans, Mark A 
Wentworth, NH 
Farina, Alison Z 
Wentworth, NH 
Wentworth Plymouth 05/06/2020 
Goodale, Collin S 
Wentworth, NH 
Fogg, Bailee e 
Winterport, ME 
Wentworth Meredith 06/28/2020 
Craveiro, Robert B 
Wentworth, NH 
Thompson, Amanda J 
North Haverhill, NH 
Haverhill Pike 08/08/2020 
Smith, Noah M 
Wentworth, NH 
Archibald, Rachel A 
Wentworth, NH 
Wentworth Wentworth 08/08/2020 
Plant, Vanessa K 
Wentworth, NH 
Taylor, Nathan E 
Wentworth, NH 
Wentworth Wentworth 10/10/2020 
Paquette, Hannah L 
Wentworth, NH 
Heath, Travis P 
Wentworth, NH 
Wentworth Dorchester 10/17/2020 
Tucker Jr, Bruce W 
Wentworth, NH 
Stevens, Lynn C 
Wentworth, NH 
 
Wentworth Wentworth 12/12/2020 












Heal, Edwin W 02/16/2020 Franklin Heal, Edwin Haskell, Gladys N 
King, Joseph Auguste 03/21/2020 Colebrook King Jr., John Clark, Suanne N 
Chase, Andrew 
Bruce 
07/06/2020 Warren Chase III, Lewis Bellivue, Marina Y 
Clark, Michael James 07/30/2020 Lebanon Clark, Stanley Orser, Minerva N 
Forsberg, Fritz Erick 08/06/2020 Wentworth Forsberg, Franz Juhlin, Hilma Y 
Barkwell, Rex Henry 09/23/2020 Wentworth Barkwell, Herbert Btierley, Clarice Y 
Vaughn, Joseph Gary 09/26/2020 Wentworth Vaughn, Joseph Dooley, Sarah N  
King, Marion Esther 09/28/2020 Wentworth Verrill, Harold Morton, Dorothy N 
Smith, Noah 
Marshall 
12/27/2020 Wentworth Smith, Robert Marshall, Sharon  N 
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CAPITAL RESERVES - BNH Balance 12/31/19 Income Additions Withdrawls Ending Balance
WEBSTER MEMORIAL LIBRARY-ET $58,925.02 $526.85 $15,000.00 $74,451.87
FIRE TRUCK-CR $110,542.31 $957.57 $15,000.00 $126,499.88
HIGHWAY EQUIPMENT-CR $156,871.99 $1,310.28 $25,000.00 -$15,998.00 $167,184.27
POLICE CRUISER-CR $44,231.76 $390.11 $9,000.00 $53,621.87
LANDFILL CLOSURE-CR                  Note (1) $84,496.90 $0.63 -$84,394.65 -$102.88 $0.00
REAPPRAISAL-CR $43,903.47 $389.69 $10,000.00 $54,293.16
SCHOOL BUILDING-CR $22,396.09 $186.84 $10,000.00 $32,582.93
TOWN HALL MAINTENANCE-ET $58,186.04 $477.33 -$3,456.90 $55,206.47
PROPERTY MAP-ET $12,686.99 $105.76 $12,792.75
ROAD PAVING-CR $207,816.49 $1,541.03 $50,000.00 -$132,871.24 $126,486.28
FIRE STATION SITE-ET $200,162.12 $1,704.80 $15,000.00 $216,866.92
FIRE DEPT GRANT INITIATION-ET $21,309.16 $177.64 $21,486.80
TOWN HALL REPAIR-ET $10,098.52 $84.31 $10,182.83
BRIDGE EXPENDABLE TRUST-ET     Note (1) $93,385.63 $1,048.04 $126,085.61 -$76,737.60 $143,781.68
TRANSFER STATION RECYCLING EXP-ET $28,891.73 $241.08 $29,132.81
TOWN OFFICE-ET $45,706.35 $416.43 $15,000.00 $61,122.78
CELEBRATION FUND-ET $266.17 $2.60 $100.00 $368.77
EMERGENCY LANES-ET $0.00 $10.16 $5,000.00 $5,010.16
Total Capital Reserves $1,199,876.74 $9,571.15 $210,790.96 -$229,166.62 $1,191,072.23
TURNER MEMORIAL TRUST Balance 12/31/19 Income Additions Withdrawls Ending Balance
BNH $11,568.98 $96.45 $11,665.43
PERPETUAL CARE-CEMETERIES Balance 12/31/19 Income Additions Withdrawls Ending Balance
BNH $8,581.47 $75.13 $8,656.60
JOHN PETERS TRUST Balance 12/31/19 Income Additions Withdrawls Ending Balance
BNH $1,787.56 $12.53 $1,800.09
MARY PILLSBURY TRUST Balance 12/31/19 Income Additions Withdrawls Ending Balance
BNH $816.97 $5.76 $822.73
Income/
PLUMMER MEMORIAL TRUST Balance 12/31/19 Market Chg. Additions Div Paid-Note(2) Ending Balance
BNH $594,473.64 $2,487.57 -$7,847.15 $589,114.06
TOTAL FUNDS HELD IN TRUST $1,817,105.36 $12,248.59 $210,790.96 -$237,013.77 $1,803,131.14
GENERAL NOTE:
THE TRUSTEES STARTED TO MOVE FUNDS FROM PDIP AND FIDELITY TO SIMPLE DEPOSIT ACCOUNTS WITH BANK OF
NEW HAMPSHIRE IN JULY 2020.  AFTER MEETINGS AND MUCH DISCUSSION, IT WAS DECIDED TO MOVE ALL FUNDS TO
BANK OF HAMPSHIRE AS OF DECEMBER 1, 2020.  THEY ARE NOW INVESTING AND MANAGING ALL OF THE FUNDS.
THE CAPITAL RESERVES AND EXPENDABLE TRUSTS ARE INVESTED IN CURRENT STABLE MARKETS TO INSURE 
LIQUIDITY AND PRESERVATION OF PRINCIPAL.  THE TRUST ACCOUNTS ARE INVESTED TO GENERATE SUFFICIENT INCOME
FOR THE CEMETERIES AND LIBRARY.
NOTE (1):  The Landfill Closure Capital Reserve is now closed.  Missing monies in the amount of $84,394.65 were recovered
through an insurance claim and put into the Bridges Expendable Trust Fund per 2020 warrant article 23.
NOTE (2):  Plummer Dividends Paid-Quarterly payments to library and 3 cemeteries
29




     Current Use $20.00
     Business Permit $25.00
     Franchise Fees $2,233.18
     Refunds/Reimbursements $1,698.56
     Planning Board - Subdivision Fees/Boundary Line Adj $1,036.00
     Police Dept Income $3,560.00
     Sale of Muncipal Property $400.00
     Transfer Station Dump Fees From Attendent $12,898.00
     Transfer Station Scrap Metal/Cans/Misc $1,119.60
     Trust Fund Reimbursement $84,582.73
------------------ $107,573.07
Dept of Interior $10,890.00 $10,890.00
Revenue-State of New Hampshire
     Mutual Aid $14,325.88
     CARES Act Grant Surplus $15,272.25
     Highway Block Grants $58,279.42
     Rooms & Meals $46,807.50
     ------------------ $134,685.05
Trustees of Trust Funds
     Highway Equip Fund $15,998.00
     Road Paving $134,487.35
     Town Hall Maintenance $3,456.90
    ------------------ $153,942.25
Tax Collector Revenues
     Interest $36,737.78
     Land Use Tax $1,254.00
     Lien Tax $36,592.27
     Penalty Tax $3,450.27
     Property Tax & Credits $2,476,068.94
     Timber Tax $15,324.93
------------------ $2,569,428.19
Town Clerk Revenues
     Checklist $275.00
     Dogs $1,749.00
     Filing Fees $4.00
     Marriage License Fees $500.00
     Motor Vehicles-Town $206,458.80
     Motor Vehicles-State $75,008.42
     Motor Vehicles-Transfer to State ($75,008.42)
     Overpayment of Fees $104.70
     Returned Check Fee $15.00
     UCC $570.00
     Vitals $845.00
------------------ $210,521.50






Beg Bal MVSB General Fund Checking Jan 1, 2020 $473,741.20
     W/D from NHDIP Gen Fund to MVSB Gen Fund $1,173,000.00
     Deposits To NHDIP Gen Fund From MVSB Gen Fund ($1,340,000.00)
     Deposit from Police Revolving Fund $9,396.61
     Deposit Transfers from MVSB Tax Acct $205,709.99
     Less Selectmen's Orders/Adjustments ($2,694,282.62)
     Less Transfer to MVSB Payroll Checking Acct ($403,255.60)
     Less Transfer to State MV ($75,008.42)
     Interest Earned $36.09
End Bal MVSB General Fund Checking Dec 31, 2020 ------------------------- $536,377.31
Beg Bal MVSB Payroll Checking Jan 1, 2020 $15,448.98
     Transfers From MVSB General Fund Checking $403,255.60
     Less Payroll Disbursements ($418,605.24)
     Interest $0.69
End Bal MVSB Payroll Checking Dec 31, 2020 ------------------------- $100.03
Beg Bal NHDIP General Fund Jan 1, 2020 $235,664.65
     Deposits $1,340,000.00
     Withdrawals ($1,173,000.00)
     Interest Earned $3,239.90
End Bal NHDIP General Fund Dec 31, 2020 ------------------------- $405,904.55
Beg Bal MVSV Police Revolving Fund Jan 1, 2020 $4,509.14
     Deposits - Race Track Income $7,040.00
     Interest Earned $1.19
     Transfer to General Fund ($6,501.44)
-------------------------
End Bal MVSV Police Revolving Fund Dec 31, 2020 $5,048.89
Beg Balance King-Gravel Escrow Jan 1, 2020 $9,581.82
Interest Earned $60.07
-------------------------
End Balance King-Gravel Escrow Dec 31, 2020 $9,641.89
Beg Balance MVSB Tax Account Jan 1, 2020 $7,040.31
Credit Card Payments 2020 $212,134.38
Credit Card Payments Cleared 2020 ($205,709.99)
Credit Card Payments Still to Clear $34,730.50
-------------------------
End Balance MVSB Tax Account Dec 31, 2020 $48,195.20
Respectfully Submitted,





Map/Lot/Sub Location Acres Value Land Value Bldg Value Other Total
2-2-4 Wentworth School 6.41 44,500$       1,000,300$  16,800$       1,061,600$  
5-2-8 Town Office 0.61 28,700$       133,000$     900$             162,600$     
5-4-4 Grover Point 15.93 54,400$       -$                   -$                  54,400$        
5-5-18 East Side Cemetery 0.62 23,000$       -$                   900$             23,900$        
7-4-4 Camp Victory Parking 0.54 19,900$       -$                   -$                  19,900$        
8-2-15 Village Cemetery 1.53 26,600$       -$                   1,800$         28,400$        
8-8-2 Rte. 25 & Village Green 0.62 20,700$       -$                   -$                  20,700$        
8-8-3 Riverside Park 0.47 29,300$       -$                   -$                  29,300$        
8-8-4A Fire Station 0 -$                  62,100$        -$                  62,100$        
8-11-32 Plummer Lot 130.57 135,600$     -$                   -$                  135,600$     
8-11-33 Van Deusen Lot 35.5 34,200$       -$                   -$                  34,200$        
8-11-40 Town Hall 0.24 16,500$       231,400$     500$             248,400$     
8-13-17 Hamilton Field 3.14 40,700$       -$                   -$                  40,700$        
11-4-16 My Moosilauke Hwy 4.9 39,300$       -$                   -$                  39,300$        
11-6-19 Turner Rd. & Buffalo Rd. 15.31 62,100$       -$                   -$                  62,100$        
11-9-2 Highway Garage 3.1 48,600$       88,800$        15,400$       152,800$     
12-2-6 North Dorchester Rd 1.1 7,100$         -$                   -$                  7,100$          
220.59 631,200$     1,515,600$  36,300$       2,183,100$  
32
Assessed Value
Schedule of Town Property
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PLANNING BOARD REPORT FOR 2020 
 
 
In 2020, the Planning Board met regularly and discharged its duties under law despite the 
difficult situation of our country and nation, which recalls the similar experiences that residents 
of Wentworth endured during the previous 1918 – 1919 Flu Pandemic of a hundred years ago. 
We enjoyed the advantage of modern technology, which allowed certain meetings to be 
conducted via Zoom when the local area case load appeared excessively high. 
 
During the year the principal business of the board was in handling a complicated set of lot line 
adjustments and subdivisions in town which required the use of the full approved budget, and 
supplemental funds from the Town legal budget, for legal advice related to Lawyer’s letters and 
notices of intent to file lawsuits. This required careful deliberation by the board and a judicious 
use of funds to protect the Town’s interests and ensure the work of the board was done 
correctly. 
 
Finally, debate over the use of funds to execute a Master Plan for the Town was entertained. 
The Master Plan has not been updated since the 1980s, and a Master Plan is necessary for 
many activities under State law, including protecting our heritage around the Town Common. 
The board resolved at the December meeting to contract for services for the development of a 
new Master Plan and will be soliciting support from the residents of the Town of Wentworth to 
develop questions for the surveys which underpin the Master Plan, and for continued funding 
to bring it to fruition so that the desires of the Town for the future are properly reflected in this 
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Wentworth Police Department  
Annual Report 2020 
 
Dear Wentworth residents, business owners, and property owners. Once again, I sincerely need 
to thank you for the continued support that you have showed me as your Chief of Police and 
the support you have given the other members of “your” police department during 2020. 
 
2020 was a year that we will all remember. COVID-19 took this country and the world by storm 
and none of us were prepared for the toll that this horrific pandemic would have on us. I will 
say that as your Chief of Police for I have the upmost respect and admiration for this 
community, it’s town Government, and it’s first responders. The Wentworth community came 
together once again in true Wentworth spirit in a time of need. We worked together and 
labored tirelessly to take the measures that had to be taken to ensure as best we could the 
safety of our residents, community, and the people traveling through it.  
 
2020 was yet another busy year for the Wentworth Police Department regardless of COVID-19. 
This pandemic brought new and different challenges to your police department and they were 
met with head on and dealt with. WPD had 704 calls for service slightly below the 719 calls for 
service in 2019, and 720 calls for service in 2018. Given the fact that as an agency we did our 
best to quarantine and take the safety measures put forth by the CDC and the state of New 
Hampshire 704 calls for service is still a respectable number to note. 
 
These calls were a combination of calls received through Grafton County Dispatch, calls 
received directly by the Wentworth Police Department, as well as self-generated calls for 
service, to include nine (9) arrests.  
 
One case from 2020 that warrants being mentioned to the Wentworth residents is a case that 
developed during the early onset of COVID-19. Chief Trott obtained some information from an 
established informant that warranted immediate action. Using the information/intelligence 
developed, members of the Drug Task Force, New Hampshire State Police, and another local 
police department were able to act swiftly and effectively in making several arrests. As a result 
of that investigation several people were arrested on numerous charges to include possession 
of drugs, possession with intent to distribute, and felon in possession of a firearm. There were 
also firearms and drugs seized during this investigation and arrests. This was yet another great 
example of how multiple law enforcement agencies come together and work effectively to 
ensure the safety of their communities.  
 
As we transition from 2020 into 2021 we do so still dealing with COVID-19, and in doing so we 
still manage our continued commitment to the community of Wentworth to include our school. 
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Taking into consideration COVID-19 we remain as active as we can be in your Wentworth 
Elementary School (WES) and that relationship will always remain a priority with this agency. 
Although we find ourselves interacting differently, and most times from a distance, the fact 
remains that we will always be seen and available when needed. 
 
Once again, I thank our current Wentworth Board of Selectmen for their continued support 
over the past year, as well as the other department heads, and the community of Wentworth 
itself, as we have had to navigate through these unprecedented times and issues. 
 
The following members of my organization also deserve to be recognized for their hard work 
and dedication. 
 
Peter Chierichetti                                George Hill                                      Todd Eck 
    Police Officer                                   Police Officer                                Police Officer 
 
                             William Melanson                              Martha Trott 
                          Animal Control Officer                 W.P.D. Office Manager 
 
They make this Police Department the professional law enforcement agency that it is. I am 
immensely proud of each of them and what they contribute to this agency and community. 
 
Having said that I want to say a heart felt “Thank You” to Wayne Godfrey, our Animal Control 
Officer, who is handing over the responsibilities of ACO to someone new as of January 1st 2021. 
Thank you, Wayne, for your hard work and dedication and good luck with your new endeavors. 
  
With that being said, I also want to welcome Wentworth’s new Animal Control Officer, 
Wentworth resident, William (Bill) Melanson. Bill is a former police officer and a welcomed 
addition to our agency and community. 
 
In closing I want to thank the community of Wentworth for allowing me to continue to serve as 
their Chief of Police. There is no doubt that 2021 will come with new challenges, obstacles, and 
hurdles, but I am confident, knowing the community of Wentworth the way that I do, that we 





Chief Wallace Trott 
Wentworth Police Department   
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        2020 Annual Road Agent Report 
 
This was my second full year as the Road Agent here in Wentworth. When I 
started this job, I asked that the towns people, please give me three years to get 
things straightened out. I do believe we are on track and making much progress. 
We hired a third full time employee in May.  Since having three full time 
employees, we have made huge strides in progress between maintenance and 
construction on our town roads. The winter is much better, as I can take care of all 
roads equally and in a timely manner. 
 Starting in the spring we did our normal maintenance; grading roads, washing 
bridges and cleaning culverts. In the summer months we had our hands full with 
work, no rest for the wicked. Starting in June, we put new bridge runners on 
Ellsworth Hill Road.  We had a big paving project on Red Oak Hill Road that was 
ground, regraded and paved with a two-inch base coat and a one-inch top coat.  
We also replaced all the culverts on Red Oak Hill Road and did all the ditching 
before paving. We also ground the pavement and regarded a 400’ stretch in front 
of King Forest Industries, as well as paved with a 2” base coat and a 2” wear coat. 
These roads should be in great shape for many years to come. We did a road 
widening project on Atwell Hill Road turned out to be much more of a project than 
anticipated. We had to have the electric co-op move a telephone pole and we had 
to have a contractor come in with a hammer for a few days to remove some ledge.  
After the completion of that project, it brought us to the middle of September, and 
we graveled Atwell Hill Road from the end of the pavement to the intersection of 
Cape Moonshine Road. We put down six inches of gravel and rolled the gravel in. 
We applied magnesium chloride after graveling and the road was in fantastic 
shape all summer long. 
We have many more fun projects lined up for 2021. I look forward to serving the 
Wentworth Community for another year. 
 
Sincerely, 
W. Paul Manson 






2020 Webster Memorial Library Report 
 
 In 2020, the library was closed to the public from March 18th until June 29th, when the building was once again 
open to the public for a “grab-and-go” type service.  This has been limited to getting books, movies, and magazines to 
check out; and copier use.  Story time was also cancelled for the remainder of the year.  Beginning May 20th, we began 
offering “porch-side” pickup for those who did not wish to enter the building (porch-side is still active).  
 
The adult book group was on hiatus for a few months, but restarted in the fall and meets the second Monday of 
the month at 6 pm.  
 
The library hours are:  Mondays from 1-6; Wednesdays from 9:30 – 12:30 & 1-5; and Saturdays from 9-12.  
 
Trustee meetings are held on the fourth Monday of the month at 6 pm and are open to the public. 
 
 Before the library had to close, we hosted a Meet the Candidates social, to meet those who were running for 
Wentworth offices. It was a well-attended event! 
 
In the beginning of June, our internet upgrade was completed and the library now has amazing high-speed WiFi 
in the parking area and parts of the Common! Thank you, Andrew Lasser! 
 
At the beginning of garden season, Clay and Carol Young put up and planted a bean teepee at the library, and 
Amy Collette has planted flowers around the library that will bloom this spring and summer. Thank you! 
 
While the 2020 summer reading program couldn’t be held in the library, there were 13 children whose parents/ 
grandparents/ guardians picked up a take-and-make craft and turned in their children’s tickets based on the books they 
read. There was a lot of reading going on over the summer! 
 
 At the Christmas On the Common event, we read a couple of stories and passed out a make-at-home ornament 
craft.  
 
In December, the library changed its ILS from LibraryWorld to Biblionix (Apollo), so patrons can now create their 
own account with a valid library card, and reserve items, check due dates, and ask for renewals.   
 
Library patrons can borrow a variety of items including books, audio books, DVDs, periodicals, and even a 
telescope. Internet databases such as Ancestry are available to patrons in the library parking area using WiFi. The library 
participates in the Inter-Library Loan program and can borrow items from other New Hampshire libraries.  In 2020, the 
library borrowed 123 items for patrons, and lent 191 items to other libraries. 
   
Patrons can also download audio books, ebooks, and periodicals through the New Hampshire Downloadable 
Books consortium. In 2020, 993 of these were downloaded. 
    
The library acquired 476 items in 2020, of which 46 were gifts. 6 of the 17 periodicals were also gifts. There were 
1070 items withdrawn from circulation (including a long overdue purge of out-of-date and inaccurate non-fiction).  
  
 The library’s holdings are as follows: 
  General Fiction   2796 
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  General Nonfiction  4076 
  Children’s Fiction  2208 
  Children’s +  
Young Adult Nonfiction  1321 
Young Adult Fiction  507 
 
  Audio-Visual Materials  975 
  Periodicals   17 
 
 In 2020, there were 576 cardholders and 597 visits made to the library. Total circulation of library materials was 
1579 items: 
  General Fiction   583 
  General Nonfiction  220 
  Children’s  Fiction  226 
  Children’s Nonfiction  29 
  Young Adult Fiction  145 
  Periodicals   55 
  Audio-Visual   118 
  ILL Items Loaned  191 
  ILL Items Borrowed  123 
 
 
 In June, Carol Young resigned as trustee, with regret. We thank her for the work she did as a trustee! We 
welcomed Toni Sylvain who was appointed to fill in until next election.  
 
 The library also received the report from Adam King of Arcadia Restorations, who came in November of 2019 to 
examine the building and make recommendations. One recommendation is to have a structural engineer look at the 
library. We will be looking into how to fund this, possibly applying for grants.  
 
Come to the library and see what it has to offer!  
 





Sharon Sanborn, Chairperson 
 
Toni Sylvain, Secretary 
 
Jared King, Trustee 
 
Nance Masterson, Library Director 
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Webster Memorial Library 2021 Budget 2020 Budget 2020 Actual 2021 Budget
Balance Forward-Appropriations $400.06 $400.06 $1,393.03
Balance Forward-Other $6,626.14 $6,626.14 $5,602.65
Balance Forward-Petty Cash $60.00 $60.00 $60.00
Total Balance Forward $7,086.20 $7,086.20 $7,055.68
Unexpended Fund Balance for Library $3,282.00 $3,282.00 $2,419.00
INCOME
Town Appropriations $35,401.00 $32,981.96 $34,670.32
Plummer Trust Funds $2,000.00 $1,345.51 $2,000.00
Common Trust Funds $0.00 $0.00 $0.00
Photocopier Use $25.00 $21.00 $20.00
Book Sales $75.00 $20.50 $25.00
Conscience Jar $0.00 $22.07 $0.00
Donations $0.00 $150.00 $0.00
Interest/Refund $0.00 $0.00 $0.00
Book Replacement(by Patrons) $0.00 $6.00 $0.00
Miscellaneous $0.00 $214.11 $0.00
Total Income  $37,501.00 $34,761.15 $39,134.32
Total Income & Balance Forward $47,869.00 $45,129.35 $46,190.00
EXPENSES
Library Director Salary $16,288.00 $16,568.00 $16,288.00
Assistant Librarian $3,432.00 $3,432.00 $3,432.00
Snow Shoveling $2,519.00 $0.00 $1,700.00
Payroll Taxes $1,710.00 $1,530.00 $1,550.00
Fuel Oil & Boiler Inspection $6,000.00 $4,259.98 $6,000.00
Telephone $500.00 $508.48 $550.00
Electricity $1,100.00 $811.84 $1,050.00
Books, A/V,Periodicals $5,800.00 $5,647.05 $5,800.00
Postage $70.00 $55.00 $70.00
Equipment & Supplies-Regular $1,500.00 $1,377.04 $1,400.00
Equipment & Supplies-Special* $3,250.00 $174.99 $3,000.00
Maintenance & Repairs** $2,300.00 $1,165.69 $1,800.00
Dues & Conferences $120.00 $90.00 $0.00
Miscellaneous $900.00 $1,110.31 $1,200.00
Programs $900.00 $247.02 $700.00
Scholarships $100.00 $100.00 $100.00
Internet $1,380.00 $1,688.89 $1,550.00
Replacement Books $0.00 $6.00 $0.00
Gifts/Grants spent $0.00 $364.11 $0.00
Total Budget $47,869.00 $39,136.40 $46,190.00
*One Time Equipment Purchase of Desk, Chair & Book Drop (Only Chair was purchased in 2020)
** Includes Building Evaluation of $500
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Baker River Watershed Association 2020 Annual Report 
 
The Baker River Watershed Association (BRWA) works with towns along the Baker River to 
promote preservation  of water quality for safe recreational use and guidance in best practices for 
reduction of flood risks and drinking water protection, with aims to sustain the quality of the 
watershed and its river for all users.  
Steering Committee: Each town in the BRWA selects up to 2 representatives to liaise with town 
administrators, and 2 or more water samplers to collect data from several beaches in their town. 
The representatives serve on the BRWA’s steering committee. Plymouth’s representative Lisa 
Doner organizes the summer season monitoring and runs the E coli testing lab. There is current 
need for additional representatives and river samplers for all the towns. Please email Lisa Doner 
if you are interested in serving (donerl@mac.com), or contact your local representative. 
Town  Representatives Executive Officers Water Sampler 
Warren Kevin Hopkins, Kellie Pinon Kellie Pinon, Chair Kevin Hopkins 
Wentworth Omer Ahearn Omer Ahearn, Vice-Chair Thomas Stoughton 
Rumney David Saad   Lisa Doner 
Plymouth Lisa Doner Lisa Doner, Secretary & Treasurer Lisa Doner 
 
Water Quality Results:  
Normally, once a month each summer (June-Sept) the BRWA collects water samples for E. coli 
and chloride analyses (salt contamination) at the State Labs in Concord (DES and DHHS). The 
towns compensate BRWA $30/sample for this service, which covers the fees charged by the 
State Labs and the costs of transporting the samples to Concord. In 2020, the DES lab was closed 
due to Covid-19 restrictions, so our chloride testing capability was shut off, as was the courier 
service we had used in prior years to deliver sterile sample bottles and to transport same-day 
samples to Concord.  
 
To resolve these logistical issues and maintain our Baker River monitoring capability, we 
purchased our own E. coli testing apparatus by IDEXX, including counting trays and sealer, 
incubator and UV light viewing box and calibration material. This is the same set up used by 
DHHS for their lab analyses. By housing the equipment locally and running the tests ourselves, 
costs are cut in half ($15 versus $30 per sample). In addition, we can collect and run samples at 
our convenience, including on weekends, and it saves the hour and half round trip to Concord 
just for sample delivery. This proved a valuable investment as the usually dry summer, low water 
levels and increased number of visitors to our towns and camping sites along the Baker River led 
to higher E. coli counts in several locations. For areas of concern, we were able to test the water 
more frequently and issue timely information to town health and safety officers. 
 
In 2020, E. coli levels in Wentworth, Rumney and Plymouth all had sites with higher-than-
desirable E. coli levels, but at different times during the summer. Wentworth’s Saunder Hill 
(silver) bridge had high levels in June; probably due to camping and campers located near the 
river without sufficient wastewater management. The BRWA reported this to the town and, 
within two weeks, the E. coli count was back within safe levels (less than 100 counts) 
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represented by the horizontal dashed line in the plot below. Plymouth’s Silver Bridge on Rte 25 
exceeded safe levels on July 24, 2020. In general, most of the sites had acceptable, but not 
minimum, levels of E. coli most of the summer. This year, the end-of-summer spike that we tend 




In addition to E. coli testing, every two weeks from May-Sept, the BRWA pays an intern to 
measure 12 sites for temperature, pH, oxygen, turbidity and conductivity. Detailed results will be 
posted to the BRWA website (see below) once verified by DES. In general, the Baker River is 
still healthy. There is a trend, however, towards lower oxygenation levels and pH, and higher 
water temperature and turbidity.  
 
Follow BRWA happenings on the web (http://www.bakerriverwatershed.org) and Facebook 
(https://www.facebook.com/BakerRiverNH/). Contact the Chair or Vice-Chair  
(chair@bakerriverwatershed.org) to volunteer as a representative, a board member or a water 
tester for your town. 
 
2020 BRWA Steering Committee: 
Kellie Pinon, Warren Representative and Chair (2019-22) 
Kevin Hopkins, Warren Water Sampler and Representative 
Lisa Doner, Plymouth Water Sampler and Representative, Secretary and Treasurer (2019-22) 
David Saad, Rumney Representative 
Omer Ahern, Wentworth Representative and Vice-Chair (2019-22) 
 



































































































2016-2020 E. coli Results by Date and Location
Batchelder Brook, Warren Bixby Bridge, Warren Town Line, Warren Town Park Paige, Wentworth
Town Park Hamilton, Wentworth Silver Bridge, Wentworth Sandhill Rd Bridge, Rumney Main St Bridge Rumney
RV Park Rumney Smith Bridge Plymouth Silver Bridge, Rt 25 Plymouth Green Bridge, Rte 3 Plymouth
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In late Winter 2020 (just before Covid-19 hit 
us) we embarked on a project to repair/replace 
the foundation of our church building.  Lucky 
for us we were selected for an LCHIP grant to 
assist us in this extremely expensive endeavor 
but of course as will a lot of renovations and 
repairs to 200-year-old buildings there were 
unseen problems.  A big one was the cutting of 
the support beams to drop the floor in 1867 in 
order to implement the requirements of the 
Toleration Act of 1819.  While this satisfied 
government regulation and gave the church a 
second floor for town activities not related to 
the church, per se, it caused the building to shift 
on the foundation which also experienced the 
ravages of time creating a situation that put the 
building in peril.  We applied for and were 
granted an additional grant to assist those 
remediation expenses. The fundraising efforts 
to acquire the capital needed for the matching 
funds required by the LCHIP grants are 
ongoing and will be for quite some time.  We 
anticipate being back in our beloved church 
sometime in late Spring or early Summer with a 
new cellar and kitchen and meeting area.  We 
certainly hope to host our usual Harvest Supper 





Cut beams when floor was dropped. 
 
 
New foundation and cellar. 
 
 
Raised building with new foundation. 












      






























TOWN OF WENTWORTH  
CURRENT CONTACT INFORMATION 
TOWN OFFICES: 7 Atwell Hill Road 
SELECTMEN 
Arnie Scheller, Chair 
Omer C. Ahern, Jr. 
Jordan King 
ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT 
Tues 1:00 pm – 5:00 pm 
Wed & Thus 9:00 am – 1:00 pm  
townofwentworth@wentworth-nh.org 
www.wentworth-nh.org 
Office: 764-9955, Fax: 764-9362 SELECTMEN’S MEETINGS 
Town Office Building 
764-9955 
Tuesdays: 5 pm business, 6 pm public 
TOWN CLERK/TAX COLLECTOR 
Deborah Ziemba – T/C/TC 
Sarah Vittum, Deputy TC/TC 
Darlene Oaks, Town Clerk Assistant 
Tuesday: 9 am - 7:00 pm 
Wed & Thurs: 9:00 am – 2:00pm 
Office: 764-5244, Fax: 764-9362 
WEBSTER MEMORIAL LIBRARY 
Nance Masterson - Director 
Monday: 1:00 pm – 6:00 pm 
Wednesday: 11:00 am - 5:00 pm 










Jeff Ames – Fire Chief  
Emergency: 911 
Non-emergency 764-9992 or 528-9111 
FOREST FIRE WARDEN 
Jeff Ames – 764-9992 
Steve Welch, Deputy – 786-9973  
POLICE DEPARTMENT 
Wallace Trott – Police Chief 
Business Hours: Tuesdays 4 pm – 8 pm 
Dispatch: 787-6202 PD Office: 764-5912 
Emergency: 911 
ANIMAL CONTROL OFFICER 
William Melanson 
Contact Wentworth Police Dept. 
Dispatch: 787-6202 
PD Office 764-5912 or 
Emergency 911 
WENTWORTH ELEMENTARY SCHOOL 
Melanie McCoy – Principal 
Morgan Currier – Administrative Secretary 
764-5811 





Kevin Kay TRANSFER STATION 
Randy Ruger – Principal Operator 
Wed: 3:00 – 6:00 pm (Nov – Feb; 1-4 pm) 





Tamsin Stuart, Deputy 
960-1568 
PLANNING BOARD 
Marina Reilly-Collette, Chairman 
John Meade 781-308-2451 WENTWORTH POST OFFICE 
Mon – Fri: 9:30am–12:30pm & 1:30pm–4:30pm 
Saturday: 7:15 am to 12 pm 
764-9444 
HISTORICAL SOCIETY 
Margaret Bickford, President 
786-2475 
 
 
